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Interviewing a Listing Agent? Ask Him or Her to Bring Their MLS Production Print-out
The MLS printout for Golden
Real Estate at right shows the information that can be gleaned
about individual agents and their
brokerages. I’m showing
our company report, but I
could have shown my personal report. This print-out
shows our production since
Jan. 1st of this year.
The Production Section
at top summarizes the report, showing that we had
46 listings since Jan. 1st,
three of which we sold
ourselves. We had 21 buyer-side closings. The righthand column shows the average of
closed price (CP) to listing price
(LP) — 102.47% for all MLS sold
listings but much better for Golden
Real Estate’s sold listings —
104.73%.
In the Production Detail section,
the right-hand column shows how

many days each sold listing was on
the MLS before going under contract. Notice there are no zero days
in MLS (“DIM”) because every
listing was exposed to the
full market so it would
attract the most buyers,
and yet there are few listings that took over a
week to sell.
The “City” column lets
you know where the
agent (or company) does
most of its business. The
“List Price” and “Close
Price” columns are also
instructive. I’ve circled
the two most recent sales as examples of how much above the listing
price we sold those listings, thanks
to our “auction style” of handling
multiple offers, as opposed to the
“highest and best” approach of
most listing agents. It takes more
work, but yields better results (a

I’m Reconsidering the Advice I’ve Given About
What to Fix or Improve Before Listing Your Home
Recent experience with my
listings has caused me to rethink
recommendations I’ve made in the
past about fixing up a home before putting it on the market.
Despite a moderating seller’s
market, two recent listings went
under contract for way above their
listing prices, and I think it was
because of the effort and money
that was expended on dressing
them up for sale.
In previous columns I have said
you don’t need to do much to sell
a home. Only fix “eyesores,” I
wrote. If the carpet is old but not
damaged or rippled, just have it
professionally cleaned, don’t replace it.
My most recent seller, however, spent significant time and
money dressing up their home
before putting it on the market,
and I think it paid off. The home
was listed at what the comparable
sales suggested it should sell for,
but it attracted 12 offers and ended up going under contract in five
days for 20 percent over the listing price.
The new carpeting was well
chosen and beautifully installed.
The seller followed our stager’s

advice to the letter. The deck was
re-stained. The concrete flatwork
which had settled was mudjacked. Windows were washed
and screens labeled and put away.
I asked the seller to describe all
they had done over several
months, and it’s super-instructive,
so I posted a link for what they
wrote at GoldenREblog.com.
Another effort — by me —
really paid off, too. The narrated
video tour with drone video which
we put on YouTube and linked to
the MLS and our website was so
effective in showing off the home
that a buyer from the East Coast
submitted the winning offer without seeing it in person. That’s
because our videos simulate an
actual showing, starting out front
(just like a real showing) and going through the home and into the
backyard, narrating all the time.
As I wrote in a previous column, we are amazed that more
agents don’t shoot live action narrated videos. They’re easy to do
once you get the knack of it, and
they cost nothing to create and
edit if the listing agent does it
himself. And who better than the
listing agent to “show” a listing?

higher price) for our sellers.
This is not to suggest that an
agent’s production is the sole criterion you should consider in choosing your listing agent. However,
we learn from experience, which
comes from actual transactions,
not from years in the business. An
agent with only five years’ of licensure but who does a dozen-plus
transactions a year can be more

“experienced” than an agent who
has done a couple transactions a
year over a 20-year career.
And let’s not forget about testimonials. Ask for them, and look
for online reviews, too. We like
www.RatedAgent.com, because it
only displays reviews solicited
from actual clients following a
closing, so the reviews can’t be
phonied up or altered in any way.

Affordable 1-BR Condo Near DTC & Light Rail
This extra-clean 1-bedroom condo is just 4
blocks from the Arapahoe Center/Fiddlers Green
light rail station. Although convenient to I-25,
you won’t hear it from this unit which faces east.
Many units are rented, but others are owner
occupied. If you work in the Denver Tech Cen$215,000
ter, you’ll love being within walking or at most
biking distance of your office. The low HOA dues includes water, trash removal, swimming pool, fitness center, clubhouse, snow removal, and all exterior
maintenance. The 88-sq.-ft. private balcony, visible in the above picture, is in
addition to the 658 square feet of indoor space. We won’t be holding it open, so
be sure to view the video walk-through online at www.DTCcondo.info, then
call your agent or Jim Smith at 303-525-1851 to arrange a private showing.
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